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uTMAvirrAT QTTTT ATTON war’s success. In this connection, it is to be re- THE GENERAL FINANCIAL SITUATION mcmt)ercd that the puhlished totals of loan sub-
Possibly the most remarkable feature of the Options, while valuable as pointers to the way 

week's developments has been the calm with jn wh)ch things are going, do not indicate the 
which both the financial markets and the general whole extent of subscriptions to the loan. The 
oublie have received the various announcements banks are not departing from their custom of 
of the approaching end of the world-war. To privacy regarding their customers’ transactions, 
some extent, no doubt, this is due to a feeling that Rn(j bearing in mind the large amount of subscrip- 
all rejoicing is premature until the chief enemy tions, both large and small, which go directly 
of humanity and civilization has openly and through them, it may well be sunnised that the 
frankly acknowledged defeat and accepted such ^tual total of subscriptions is, in fact, well in 
terms as may be granted him. For the rest, the a(jvance 0f the published figures. This is no 
heavy sacrifices which have been called for on all reason why any reader should avoid making „ny 
hands have undoubtedly had a decidedly sobering effort whlch is within his power. Subscription 
effect while in Canada, and no doubt elsewhere, to the limit is not merely a patriotic duty, but the 
the general shortage of labour, and the fact that wj8est provision for the future that any man can 
most folk have their hands full of duties, not only make. .
as a result of the war, but on other accounts, is The events of the last two weeks again bring 
also a reason why no time is being devoted to jnto prominence a point of view regarding the 
the exuberant display of enthusiastic feeling, future of Victory Bonds, which has been pre- 
Furthermore, there is without doubt increasing yiously insiste dupon in these columns. It would 
appreciation of the fact that the cessation of be foolish to expect a rise in the market value 
fighting will only result in the advent of a fresh Qf these bonds immediately on the conclusion of 
crop of problems which will need the utmost hostilities owing to their enormous volume of 
good judgment of the world’s intelligence, backed j8sue m proportion to Canada’s investment power, 
by aii available energy, for their solution. The because when the urgency is passed, a certain 
announcement this week that plans are being volume of realising sales is to be expected, per- 
worked out for the feeding of the hulf-staiwed haps a large volume, as funds are required by 
populations of recently belligerent countries is a many investors, both large and small, for new 
reminder that things are not likely to go back to purposes. But, on the other hand, the xradual 
"normal” in a hurry, but that the period of tran- 8a|e 0f these bonds abroad, particularly by large 
sition will be a troublesome one, and that peace investors, will undoubtedly prove a most valuable 
and plenty will not necessarily synchronise for a means of securing funds for new Canadian enter- 
vear or two at least. prises, while at the same time stabilising their

The Victory Loan campaign process .tisfac- homemarket 
torily enough Eve^one is conf dent that whe^ t becomes evident, but that it will tie seen,
the three weeks of f£t fin^Hy daml that at no distant date, there can lie no doubt, 
it will be f°un<J that Canada will again nave gone Thege sales of war securities abroad will per-
over the top firing haps act effectively in regard to our balance of

and thus make a l^iyt fmale to herjmancing ^ trade, which is bound to loom largely in
during the actu»'}£ the near future in the consideration of our finan-trajssi, mbtæîS Jftsïfst rss <«* a c.^,. h»
stitute an important psychological factor in the
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?(Continued on pate tU9 )

BUY VICTORY BONDS
ANY BANK WILL HELP YOU


